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ABSTRACT 

 

This study determined that in an interactive augmented-reality context, vivid memories substantially influence 

four types of online exploratory consumption behavior (i.e., concentration, exploratory consumption behavior, 

playfulness, and time distortion), based on script theory. In addition, this study indicates that in an interactive 

augmented-reality context, consumers’ sense of ownership control and autotelic need for touch significantly influence 

the relationship between vivid memories and the four types of exploratory consumption behavior, based on self-

referencing theory. The results of this study can assist online vendors in using augmented-reality interactive 

technology for establishing consumer persuasion models.  

 

Keywords: Ownership control; Need for touch; Vividness memories; Augmented-reality; Interactive technology 
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1. Introduction 

Because online consumers increasingly seek to receive visual and tactile stimulation [Karimov et al. 2011; Sautter 

et al. 2004; Song & Kim 2012; Suntornpithug & Khamalah 2010], online retailers’ adoption of multisensory 

augmented-reality interactive technology (ARIT) to provide consumers with a tactile experience of commodities has 

become a trend in online shopping [Spence & Gallace 2011]. Online retailers have determined that a considerably 

higher proportion of first-time visitors to online shopping websites that use ARIT become loyal consumers, compared 

with 57% of first-time visitors to online shopping websites that do not use ARIT [e.g., traditional auction websites or 

shopping malls; Demery 2010]. In other words, ARIT has become an optimal measure for establishing an online 

shopping experience [Cui et al. 2011; Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004]. 

As shown in Figure 1, ARIT uses three-dimensional (3D) visual and auditory effects and haptic imagery to 

provide consumers with an online clothes-fitting experience [Kalckert & Ehrsson 2012]. Accordingly, ARIT enables 

online consumers to adjust the size of fashion products and select various types of clothing as well as determine 

immediately whether the fashion products or clothes fit their face shapes and physiques. By contrast, traditional online 

stores enable consumers to view how fashion products or clothes appear only on models [Peck et al. 2013; Song & 

Kim 2012]. In addition, ARIT creates a virtual environment in which consumers can try on clothes or fashion products 

[Tang et al. 2004]. Thus, ARIT combines virtual fashion products and consumer images to provide online consumers 

with a virtual clothes-fitting experience [Azuma 1997; Benford et al. 1998; van Krevelen & Poelman 2010]. 

ARIT overlays digital information to the user’s perception of the physical world. The technology can provide 

users with information that is contextually personally meaningful and pleasurable. Interacting with different 

environments through ARIT could provide rich and novel experiences [Olsson et al. 2013]. The current trends in 

applying ARIT indicate that the focus of interactive technology is shifting from usability or functionality problems to 

providing consumers with a rich, stimulating, and pleasurable user experience [Fogg 2003; Garrett 2011]. 
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Figure 1: Augmented-reality Interactive Technology (ARIT)  
Source: this research 

 

During virtual augmented-reality clothes-fitting processes, online consumers can gain a sense of ownership 

control and immersive experience by mental simulation (e.g., haptic and 3D visual imagery used to simulate the 

touching of products) [Chark & Muthukrishnan 2013; Kilteni et al. 2012; Song & Kim 2012]. Mental simulation 

enables vivid memories of consumption experience to be evoked and activated [Segovia & Bailenson 2009], and 

subsequent exploration and persistent consumption behavior can be induced [Manthiou et al. 2014; Singer & Salovey 

1993]. Vivid memories can be considered a basis and script for forming a subsequent virtual experience and 

exploratory consumption behavior in an augmented-reality environment. Script theory states that vivid memories 

provide a script to consumers, which produces subsequent consumption behavior [Erasmus et al. 2002]. 

Most previous studies on augmented reality [e.g., Coovert et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2014] have applied ARIT to 

learning. In other words, previous studies have focused on using visual effects for reinforcing communication and 

learning, but these studies have not investigated how vivid memories affect subsequent consumption behavior. In 

addition, previous studies on vivid memories [e.g., Tung & Ritchie 2011] have not clearly identified the types of 

exploratory consumption behavior that can be induced by vivid memories, particularly in an online augmented-reality 

consumption context. To supplement the insufficient research on vivid memories, the present study examined the 

relationship between vivid memories and exploratory consumption experience according to script theory. 

The degree of consumers’ self-referencing is essential in using mental simulation to create a virtual consumption 

experience [Escalas 2004]. Furthermore, the degree of self-referencing influences the degree to which vivid memories 

can be activated and evoked [Symons & Johnson 1997]. In other words, self-referencing affects vivid memories and 

the relationship between vivid memories and an exploratory consumption experience. Most previous studies on self-

referencing have been limited to an advertising context [e.g., Burnkrant & Unnava 1995] and rarely applied self-

referencing to online augmented-reality consumption experience. Accordingly, previous studies have used a text mode 

for creating a first-person self-referencing effect but have not applied a strong sense of ownership to create such an 

effect [Cunningham et al. 2008; Serbun et al. 2011]. Because online augmented reality emphasizes the importance of 

a strong sense of ownership control for consumption experience, a self-referencing effect caused by a sense of 

ownership is crucial. To supplement the insufficient research on self-referencing, this study investigated how to use a 

sense of ownership for creating a self-referencing effect and examined how a sense of ownership affects the 

relationship between vivid memories and exploratory consumption experience. 

Augmented reality mainly applies 3D visual and auditory effects and haptic imagery to provide a mental-

simulation experience to consumers [Kilteni et al. 2012]. Previous consumer studies [Peck & Johnson 2011] have 

indicated that consumers with a high autotelic need for touch can satisfactorily process visual and tactile image 

information. Predictably, the degree of autotelic need for touch affects the results of using ARIT for creating visual 

and auditory effects and haptic imagery and thus activating vivid memories. Similarly, the degree of autotelic need for 

touch should affect the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory consumption experience. This study 

investigated how the autotelic need for touch affects the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory 

consumption experience. The results of this study can guide ARIT makers in designing an experiential method for 

persuading consumers. The purposes of this study are as follows:    

(1) To investigate the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory consumption experience in an 

ARIT context according to script theory; 
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(2) To investigate how consumers’ sense of ownership affects the relationship between vivid memories and 

exploratory consumption experience in an ARIT context; 

(3) To investigate how consumers’ autotelic need for touch affects the relationship between vivid memories 

and exploratory consumption experience in an ARIT context.  

 

2. Theoretical Background and Hypothesis Development 

Through sensory systems, people store their consumption experience in the brain. The sensory experience of 

consumers can thus activate their vivid memories regarding their previous consumption experience [Brakus et al. 

2009]. As indicated by script theory, sensory experience can successfully form a script for subsequent consumption 

experience and behavior through vivid memories [Manthiou et al. 2014]. A multisensory augmented-reality interactive 

experience resulting from 3D visual and auditory effects and haptic imagery can activate the vivid memories of online 

consumers and guide consumer behavior. This viewpoint is consistent with script theory. Script theory and the 

relationship between script theory and an augmented-reality interactive consumption experience is explained in the 

following section.   

2.1 Script Theory 

According to script theory, consumers organize specific events into event schemata according to the causal 

sequence of the specific events. An event schema is a type of memory structure characterized by time and a causal 

sequence [Whitney & John 1983]. In a memory structure, events influence one another, and actions influence one 

another [Erasmus et al. 2002]. The consumption memory structure derived from learning is crucial for guiding 

consumer behavior [Bozinoff & Roth 1983; Abelson 1981]. As indicated by script theory, in addition to guiding 

consumer behavior, an experience and memory structure enable consumers, according to specific situational 

characteristics and operation models, to exhibit a series of adequate consumption behavior (including planning and 

understanding consumption contexts and activities) and acquire a complete consumption experience [Bower et al. 

1979; Puto 1985; Leigh & Rethans 1983]. Using environmental factors to activate the consumption memory structure 

can directly help consumers rapidly integrate into the current consumption context, thereby preventing information 

overload, substantially reducing information-processing workload and learning costs [Bozinoff & Roth 1983; Martin 

1991; Taylor et al. 1991], and successfully inducing subsequent consumption behavior [Stoltman et al. 1989; 

Sutherland 1995]. When experiencing a novel consumption context, consumers use their knowledge and memory 

structures to interpret the use model of new products or services and successfully acquire a new consumption 

experience [Mathieu & Marco 2014]. 

Script theory suggests that activating consumption memory is crucial for enabling consumers to rapidly integrate 

into online consumption activities and explorations. A memory structure is primarily activated by the interaction 

between consumers and their contexts [Nottenburg & Shoben 1980]. In particular, consumption memory can be 

activated to the highest degree in an interactive context that provides a sensory experience to consumers [Brakus et al. 

2009; Manthiou et al. 2014]. ARIT that provides an interactive sensory experience produces visual effects of various 

types of fashion products and enables consumers to acquire multisensory experiences such as adjusting the size of 

clothes [Tang et al. 2004], and determine immediately whether fashion products fit their face shapes and physiques 

[Peck et al. 2013], thus providing online consumers with a virtual clothes-fitting experience [Azuma 1997; Benford 

et al. 1998; van Krevelen & Poelman 2010]. ARIT provides consumers with a virtual interactive clothes-fitting 

experience (i.e., experience of direct interaction between consumers and fashion products) and activates consumers’ 

memories of their previous clothes-fitting experiences, thereby enabling consumers to rapidly integrate themselves 

into online clothes-fitting activities and explorations. This viewpoint is consistent with script theory.  

2.2 Vivid Memories 

Activating previous consumption experience means inspiring vivid memories. The vivid memories of consumers 

can persistently influence their subsequent consumption behavior [Manthiou et al. 2014; Tung & Ritchie 2011]. Vivid 

memories can be activated by various types of sensory experience [Rubin & Kozin 1984; Rubin et al. 2003]. This 

sensory component has the following characteristics: vividness, coherence, sensory detail, emotional intensity, and 

visual perspective [Sutin & Robins 2007]. Vividness refers to the visual clarity and intensity of an experience stored 

in the memory; these are the most crucial elements of vivid memories [Greenberg & Rubin 2003]. The consumption 

memory of consumers is a narrative structure that contains the first, middle, and final parts of a coherent story [Adval 

& Wyer 1998]. When people recall previous events, they recall when and where the events occurred and the sequence 

of the events. Therefore, memory is characterized by coherence [Sutin & Robins 2007]. Sensory detail refers to the 

amount of sensory detail when consumers reexperience previous events in their memories [Sutin & Robins 2007]. In 

addition, the amount of sensory detail is greater for real events than it is for imaginary experience [Suengas & Johnson 

1988]. The interaction between people and their surroundings can create an emotional experience and memory with a 

certain emotional intensity level [Dubé & Menon 2000; Thompson et al. 1996]. Finally, people can recall previous 
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events from a first- or third-person visual perspective. When people recall previous events from a first-person 

perspective, they reexperience the events from their own viewpoint. By contrast, when people recall previous events 

from a third-person perspective, they reexperience the events from other people’s standpoints [Libby & Eibach 2002].  

Because consumption is a sensory experience, such an experience can activate memories or become a memory 

[Brakus et al. 2009; Kim 2010; Manthiou et al. 2014]. ARIT creates 3D visual and auditory effects as well as haptic 

imagery and provides a multisensory consumption experience [Kalckert & Ehrsson 2012; Merle et al. 2012; Peck et 

al. 2013; Tang et al. 2004; van Krevelen & Poelman 2010] to evoke consumers’ vivid memories (particularly vivid 

memories of clothes fitting). Sutin and Robins [2007] showed that a larger sensory component related to vividness, 

coherence, sensory detail, emotional intensity, and visual perspective renders memory more vividly. In addition, vivid 

memories can further motivate people to learn and enhance their learning performance. The current study considered 

factors such as vividness, coherence, sensory detail, emotional intensity, and visual perspective and examined how 

ARIT successfully evokes consumers’ vivid memories. Furthermore, this study predicted that vivid memories evoked 

by a multisensory augmented-reality interactive experience can substantially affect subsequent online exploratory 

behavior and consumption experience. 

2.3 Relationship Between Vivid Memories and Exploratory Consumption Experience 

According to script theory [Erasmus et al. 2002], activating vivid memories enables consumers to understand the 

characteristics of current consumption experience, which affects their subsequent exploratory behavior and 

consumption experience. Numerous psychological studies [Bernstein & Loftus 2009; Pillemer 1998, 2003; Roediger 

& Amir 2005] have shown that during decision making, consumers search their explicit and implicit memories for 

related experience and information to solve their problems; therefore, their consumption attitude and behavior are 

modified according to their activated memories. Vivid memories can aid people in persistently pursuing their goals 

[Singer & Salovey 1993] and can substantially influence the quality of exploratory consumption experience. 

Regarding exploratory consumption experience, Hoffman and Novak [1996] and other researchers have shown 

that an optimal online exploratory consumption experience has four characteristics (i.e., concentration, exploratory 

behavior, playfulness, and time distortion) [Chou & Ting 2003; Ghani et al. 1991; Ghani & Deshpande 1994; Hoffman 

& Novak 1996; Novak et al. 2000; Novak et al. 2003; Sautter et al. 2004; Skadberg & Kimmel 2004; Takatalo et al. 

2011; Trevino & Webster 1992; Webster et al. 1993]. Concentration indicates that consumers are immersed in a 

consumption context and their attention is completely focused on specific targets [Csikszentmihalyi 1975]. Consumers 

with a high degree of concentration focus on specific targets and disregard irrelevant information [Webster et al. 1993]. 

Balasubramanian et al. [2005] stated that when the vivid memories of consumers are evoked, the consumers use their 

vivid memories as scripts for a subsequent consumption experience, removing irrelevant information and focusing on 

the script. Vivid memories evoked by a multisensory augmented-reality interactive experience can positively enhance 

the concentration level of online consumers. 

Furthermore, online exploratory consumption behavior involves consumers’ clicking on various parts of a website, 

viewing various images, and simulating product use. For example, an online camera can be used for capturing clothes-

fitting effects, and clothes-fitting images can be enlarged or reduced to obtain further product information [Demangeot 

& Broderick 2009]. Online consumers must visit a website before their online exploratory consumption behavior 

occurs [Demangeot & Broderick 2009]. The goals and motivations of consumers determine their consumption 

experience and behavior [Hoffman & Novak 1996]. In addition, autotelic experience is crucial because it elicits the 

subsequent active exploratory consumption behavior of consumers [Nel et al. 1999]. In other words, eliciting online 

exploratory consumption behavior depends on a clear and organized script that guides the behavior of online 

consumers [Kaplan 1992]. Consumers’ memories of previous consumption experience contain information regarding 

specific shopping rituals. Vivid memories of shopping rituals can serve as a script for website browsing and enhance 

the willingness of consumers to view website [Balasubramanian et al. 2005]. Therefore, vivid memories evoked by 

an interactive augmented-reality experience provide online consumers with a script and goal for explorations and 

enhance the willingness of consumers to actively explore consumption behavior. 

Specific shopping rituals stored in the memories of consumers enable online consumers to browse websites 

efficiently, acquire consumption experience cost-effectively, and enjoy playful explorations [Balasubramanian et al. 

2005]. In addition, shopping rituals stored in consumers’ memories can stimulate the desire of consumers for an 

optimal consumption experience and help them immerse themselves in consumption activities. The intrinsic desire of 

consumers is crucial for online playfulness [Mathwick et al. 2001]. Therefore, consumers who have strong vivid 

memories derived from an interactive augmented-reality experience should have a high degree of perceived 

playfulness. 

When consumers experience playful consumption activities, they experience an alteration of time or forget about 

time. This phenomenon is called time distortion [Csikszentmihalyi 1975]. Time distortion occurs because consumers 

allocate their mental resources and time to playful information during playful consumption activities [Hoffman & 
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Novak 1996] and are thus distanced from reality, forget about time, and continue to enjoy their consumption activities 

[Mathwick et al. 2001]. According to the literature, activating vivid memories of shopping rituals can help online 

consumers immerse themselves in online shopping activities and acquire a positive and active playful consumption 

experience. Occasionally, consumers are excitedly and completely immersed in consumption activities and thus forget 

about time [Balasubramanian et al. 2005]. In an ARIT context, vivid memories help online consumers acquire a playful 

consumption experience and are crucial in enabling consumers to enjoy consumption activities, which causes time 

distortion. Accordingly, we proposed the following hypotheses: 

H1a. Vivid memories positively influence concentration. 

H1b. Vivid memories positively influence exploratory behavior. 

H1c. Vivid memories positively influence playfulness. 

H1d. Vivid memories positively influence time distortion. 

2.4   lf-Referencing and the Moderating Effects of Sense of Ownership Control 

If people hold memories of an experience closely and view the experience as being enjoyable, they likely exhibit 

active consumption behavior [Clotfelter 2001; Harrison et al. 1995; Kuwabara & Pillemer 2010; Quigley et al. 2002]. 

Self-referencing is an optimal method for guiding consumers to associate their memories with persuasive information 

and subsequent behavior [Symons & Johnson 1997]. Self-referencing is a mental-simulation mechanism through 

which people use their experience to interpret, construct, and process information [Escalas 2004]. A high degree of 

self-referencing causes consumers, previous consumption experience, and new product information to be closely 

associated with one another. In addition, self-referencing can activate vivid memories and induce positive consumption 

attitude and behavior [Kensinger et al. 2006; Serbun et al. 2011; Petty & Cacioppo 1986]. Furthermore, consumers 

who assume a first-person perspective (rather than a third-person perspective) can process advertising information at 

a high degree of self-referencing. Accordingly, the vivid memories of the consumer are activated, and the consumer 

strongly agrees with the advertising information and exhibits positive consumption attitude and behavior [Burnkrant 

& Unnava 1995; Debevec & Iyer 1988; Debevec & Romeo 1992]. ARIT enables consumers to try on fashion products 

from a first-person perspective and acquire a highly self-referencing experience. Therefore, self-referencing is crucial 

in an ARIT context.  

Self-referencing has mainly been applied in advertising contexts [e.g., Burnkrant & Unna   1995]. However, 

using a high degree of self-referencing for activating consumption memories and affecting consumption behavior is 

not limited to a text-based or advertising context. A sense of ownership can yield a strong self-referencing effect, 

further activate vivid consumption memories, and induce consumption attitude and behavior [Serbun et al. 2011]. For 

example, consumers who have a strong sense of ownership of a product use self-referencing for activating their 

memories of the product more accurately than do other consumers who have a weak sense of ownership of the product 

[Cunningham et al. 2008]. Therefore, a strong sense of ownership yields a strong self-referencing effect and activates 

consumption memories. In addition, when consumers use their sense of ownership for producing a self-referencing 

effect, they extend the images of themselves to a product. Therefore, the characteristics of the product are strongly 

associated with the memories of consumers, who subsequently exhibit a positive attitude and behavior toward the 

product [Serbun et al. 2011]. In other words, a strong sense of ownership can strengthen the relationship between vivid 

memories and subsequent consumption behavior.  

In an online augmented-reality interactive context, a sense of ownership control is a prerequisite for a strong sense 

of ownership [Kalckert & Ehrsson 2012; Peck et al. 2013]. A sense of ownership control refers to the perception of 

consumers regarding control of an artificial body in an online context, including their perception toward action, control, 

intention, movement selection, and free will [Blanke & Metzinger 2009]. When online consumers freely control an 

artificial body in an online context, they have strong senses of ownership control [David et al. 2008; Haggard 2005; 

Kilteni et al. 2012] and ownership [Kalckert & Ehrsson 2012]. A strong sense of ownership control elicited by an 

online augmented-reality context can yield a substantial self-referencing effect [Serbun et al. 2011], which can then 

activate memories of a clothes-fitting experience. In addition, online consumers can actively extend the images of 

themselves to include online fashion products during self-referencing processes and thus subsequently exhibit a highly 

positive consumption attitude and behavior toward the fashion products [Serbun et al. 2011]. A sense of ownership 

control considerably influences the relationship between vivid memories and subsequent exploratory consumption 

behavior.  

In an online augmented-reality context, consumers with a strong sense of ownership control can use a self-

referencing method for freely browsing, changing, adjusting, and selecting various fashion products according to vivid 

experiences and memories, thus exhibiting exploratory behavior. Visual messages regarding the translation and 

rotation of online consumers’ bodies can be accurately expressed using a strong sense of ownership control to produce 

a visual and tactile synchronous effect [Blanke & Metzinger 2009]. Accordingly, online consumers can freely explore 
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and easily achieve their action goals. Therefore, the attention of consumers is attracted to the high playfulness of 

online clothes-fitting activities, and consumers enjoy consumption activities immensely and forget about time. By 

contrast, online consumers with a weak sense of ownership control cannot have a strong sense of ownership or produce 

a substantial self-referencing effect and thus cannot activate their vivid memories or exhibit subsequent exploratory 

consumption behavior. Accordingly, such consumers cannot freely enjoy online clothes-fitting activities on the basis 

of personal experience and memories. According to the aforementioned description, we proposed the following 

hypotheses regarding the moderating role of sense of ownership control:   

H2a. Sense of ownership control moderates the relationship between vivid memories and concentration. 

H2b. Sense of ownership control moderates the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory behavior. 

H2c. Sense of ownership control moderates the relationship between vivid memories and playfulness. 

H2d. Sense of ownership control moderates the relationship between vivid memories and time distortion. 

2.5 Moderating Effects of Autotelic Need for Touch 

According to previous studies on memory [Kensinger et al. 2006; Serbun et al. 2011; Symons & Johnson 1997], 

the degree of self-referencing substantially influences the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory 

behavior. Regarding an online augmented-reality interactive experience, a high degree of self-referencing originates 

from multisensory stimulation (e.g., haptic imagery) [Kalckert & Ehrsson 2012; Peck et al. 2013]. The degree of 

preference for using a touch mode to process information varies among consumers [Peck & Childers 2003b], and the 

degree of consumers’ need for touch influences the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory behavior. 

The need for touch refers to the degree to which consumers prefer to use their touch or haptic systems to process, 

extract, and use information [Peck & Childers 2003a]. The need for touch can be categorized as autotelic or 

instrumental [Peck & Johnson 2011]. Autotelic need for touch refers to consumers spontaneously touching products 

for enjoyment and to satisfy their curiosity [Holbrook & Hirschman 1982]. Therefore, touching products for pleasure 

and enjoyment is the main purpose of consumer consumption activities, and consumers cannot resist exploring 

novelties through touch [Keng et al. 2012]. Instrumental need for touch has a prepurchase goal and is not spontaneous 

[Peck & Johnson 2011]. This study investigated the relationship between vivid memories of online clothes-fitting 

experience and various types of exploratory and spontaneous behavior by using autotelic need for touch as the main 

variable.  

Consumers with a high autotelic need for touch prefer to use their haptic systems to experience consumption 

activities and obtain product information [Peck & Johnson 2011; Yazdanparast & Spears 2012]. When product 

information is presented in a haptic mode, consumers with a high autotelic need for touch can easily retrieve previous 

haptic information from their memories [Peck & Wiggins 2006]; they can then use systematic information-processing 

to examine the relationship between the new haptic information and their memories and knowledge [Yazdanparast & 

Spears 2012], thereby stimulating their curiosity [Holbrook & Hirschman 1982] and desire to explore novelties [Keng 

et al. 2012]. ARIT creates haptic imagery to provide haptic product information, attract the attention of consumers 

with a high autotelic need for touch, and motivate consumers to use a high degree of self-referencing for activating 

vivid memories, inducing curiosity and exploratory behavior, and producing an appealing and joyful persuasive effect 

[Peck & Johnson 2011].  

Consumers with a low autotelic need for touch have neither the motivation nor the ability to process haptic 

information [Peck & Childers 2003a]; thus, augmented-reality interactive activities that create haptic imagery cannot 

successfully attract the attention of such consumers. In addition, consumers with a low autotelic need for touch cannot 

rapidly acquire a haptic consumption experience [Peck & Johnson 2011] and thus cannot use a high degree of self-

referencing to activate vivid memories. Consequently, such consumers cannot exhibit spontaneous exploratory 

consumption behavior. In other words, the degree of autotelic need for touch affects the activation of vivid memories 

and reduces the self-referencing effect of consumers. In particular, a higher autotelic need for touch renders memories 

and scripts for activating haptic experience more vivid and concrete. Accordingly, consumers can use their vivid 

memories for exploring and experiencing consumption activities. This study proposed the following hypotheses 

regarding the moderating roles of autotelic need for touch: 

H3a. Autotelic need for touch moderates the relationship between vivid memories and concentration. 

H3b. Autotelic need for touch moderates the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory behavior. 

H3c. Autotelic need for touch moderates the relationship between vivid memories and playfulness. 

H3d. Autotelic need for touch moderates the relationship between vivid memories and time distortion. 

Figure 2 shows the research framework of this study based on the aforementioned hypotheses. 
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3. Method 

3.1 Laboratory Study 

To test the aforementioned hypotheses, a task-oriented method was applied. According to an eMarketer survey, 

the sales volume for online apparel and accessories has rapidly increased. Apparel and accessories are the best-selling 

products in e-commerce [eMarketer 2012]. ARIT was employed in an online clothes-fitting context (Figure 1), and 

snowball sampling was applied through e-mail to invite online consumers to use ARIT and try on online apparel. To 

broaden the profile of our user data, invitation letters were also posted on the bulletin boards of online shopping 

websites, inviting online shoppers of both sexes and with various educational backgrounds and shopping habits to 

participate in the study. 

The online consumers who consented to participate in this study were brought into a laboratory. After the 

researcher explained the research procedure and purpose of the online clothes-fitting software to the participants, the 

researcher left the laboratory and the participants freely tried on online apparel without interruption (Figure 1). The 

participants were free to leave the laboratory anytime, regardless of whether they had completed the task. Subsequently, 

the participants completed an anonymous questionnaire. After completing the questionnaire, the participants received 

a gift for participating. The items that the participants tried on included women’s and men’s apparel. The women’s 

items included 17 types of apparel (e.g., dresses). The men’s items included four types of apparel (e.g., shirts, sweaters, 

and T-shirts). The apparel could be tried on in 13 colors.  

To determine whether the direct effects of the vivid memories in an ARIT try-on environment are stronger than 

those in a non-ARIT try-on environment, a website with a static display of apparel items (labeled as a non-ARIT 

context) was designed for the control group (Figure 3). In non-ARIT try-on environments, online users use a mouse 

to view static pictures of clothes on unfamiliar people in a traditional online store. A non-ARIT environment cannot 

show users’ facial expression, appearance, skin color, or body shape and cannot provide interactive enlargement, 

reduction, movement, rotation, or photographic functions. In brief, non-ARIT and ARIT can be used to display the 

same number and style of clothes; the differences between them are whether the display is static or dynamic and 

whether users can actively try on clothes. 

 

Figure 2: Research Model 
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Figure 3: Online Non-ARIT Try-on Environment 

(static pictures of fitting clothes from unfamiliar persons or models)  

Source: this research 

 

3.2 Questionnaire Design and Measures 

Questions were adopted from previous studies and amended according to the research context (Appendix I). For 

example, the questions on vivid memories (i.e., a second-order factor) were based on Sutin and Robins [2007]. The 

questions on concentration, exploratory behavior, playfulness, and time distortion were adopted from Chou and Ting 

[2003]. Sense of ownership control questions were adopted mainly from Kalckert and Ehrsson [2012], and the 

questions on autotelic need for touch were based on Peck and Johnson [2011]. Finally, self-referencing questions (i.e., 

a first-order factor) were adopted mainly from Burnkrant and Unnava [1995]. The accuracy of the questionnaire items 

was improved according to the results of a pilot study involving 30 online shoppers. The responses to each question 

were scored on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

To extend the results of previous vivid memory research, this study attempted to predict how vivid memories 

created using ARIT would affect exploratory experience (including concentration, exploratory behavior, playfulness, 

and time distortion) on the basis of the perspective of script theory, and to explain the moderating roles of ownership 

control and autotelic need for touch. Following the suggestion of Chin et al. [1996], partial least squares (PLS) path 

modeling, which is appropriate for examining a research hypothesis if a research model is still being developed 

(including theory development, exploratory research, and testing) [Teo et al. 2003], was used for validating the 

research model relationship [Hair et al. 2011; Ringle et al. 2012].  

This study devised a script-theory based view of how vivid memories influence exploratory experience. The main 

research objectives of this study were theory development, exploratory research, and testing. Therefore, PLS path 

modeling was appropriate for this study. However, following the suggestion of Ringle et al. [2012], PLS-SEM) was 

applied to overcome problematic model identification issues, and it was effective for analyzing complex models by 

using smaller samples [Hair et al. 2011]. Specifically, SmartPLS [Ringle et al. 2007] was used for performing structural 

equation modeling (SEM) and evaluating both the quality of the measurement model and the interrelationships among 

the structural model constructs. 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Data Analysis 

A total of 336 valid questionnaires were collected from online consumers in Taiwan. Among the respondents, 

40% were male. In addition, the frequency at which the respondents browsed online apparel differed: the respondents 

browsed multiple times per day (14%), once per day (8%), once every 3 days (21%), once per week (16%), once every 

2 weeks (10%), once per month (14%), or once every 2 months (17%). Furthermore, 10%, 20%, and 70% of the 

respondents browsed for 5 hr or less, 6–9 hr, and 10 hr or more, respectively, each browsing session. Among the 
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respondents, 30%, 44%, and 26% spent US$20 or less, US$21–40, and US$41 or more, respectively, on online apparel 

during each browsing session. In addition, 50% of the respondents had a monthly disposable income of less than 

US$166, 35% had a monthly disposable income of US$167–333 per month, and 15% had a monthly disposable income 

of more than US$334; 20% were younger than 20 years, 70% were aged 20–24 years, and 10% were older than 25 

years; and 90% had a bachelor’s degree and 10% had a high school degree or lower. 

To ensure that the limited number of participants did not introduce data bias, we compared our data profile with 

the data from the 2014 Eastern Integrated Consumer Profile (E-ICP), a database representative of the population of 

Taiwan consumers. The 2014 E-ICP data were widely collected by randomly sampling consumers in Taiwan aged 13–

64. As shown in Table 1, comparing our participant data with that of the 2014 E-ICP revealed only nonsignificant 

differences in average amount spent in online purchases, educational background, and sex distribution. Therefore, the 

generalizability of our data is satisfactory. 

 

Table 1: Profiles of the User Data in This Study vs. The Data in 2014 E-ICP 

The user data in our study The data in 2014 E-ICP 
T-test 

(t-value; p-value) 

To spent US$20 or less (30%), US$21–40 

(44%), and US$41 or more (26%) to 

purchase online apparel during each 

browsing session. 

To spent US$20 or less (37%), US$21–40 

(33%), and US$41 or more (27%) to 

purchase online apparel during each 

browsing session. 

t = 0.162; 

p = 0.879 

90% had acquired bachelor’s degrees, and 

10% had acquired high school degrees or 

lower 

75% had acquired bachelor’s degrees, and 

22% had acquired high school degrees or 

lower 

t = 0.031; 

p = 0.978 

40% were male and 60% female 40% were male and 60% female 
t = 0.00; 

p = 1.00 

Notes: The data in 2014 E-ICP, contains 2000 people in Taiwan, was collected by a two-stage randomly stratified 

sampling from Taiwan population (http://www.isurvey.com.tw/3_product/1_eicp.aspx).  

 

4.2 Measurement Validity: Convergent Validity and Discriminant Validity 

First, the reliability and validity of each variable were verified. Table 2 lists information on the loadings of the 

research model measures. All the items yielded significant path loadings at the 0.01 level and nearly exceeded or 

exceeded 0.70. The Cronbach’s alpha values ranged from 0.80 to 0.93 for the nine constructs. All the values exceeded 

0.70, indicating a high internal consistency of the measure reliability [Nunnally 1978]. Composite reliability obtained 

for the constructs by examining ρc exceeded the suggested threshold of 0.70 in all cases, indicating favorable reliability. 

This study assessed convergent validity by using the average variance extracted (AVE) and ratio of construct variance 

to total variance among indicators. Table 2 presents the AVE values for the seven constructs, all of which exceeded 

0.50 [Barclay et al. 1995], confirming that all the measures exhibited satisfactory convergent validity. 

 

Table 2: Results of measurement properties 

Construct Items Factor loadinga Cronbach’s alpha 
Composite 

reliability (ρc) 
AVE 

Concentration 

(CON) 

CON1 0.92 

0.91 0.94 0.79 
CON2 0.89 

CON3 0.90 

CON4 0.85 

Exploratory behavior 

(EB) 

EB1 0.85 

0.85 0.90 0.69 
EB2 0.86 

EB3 0.85 

EB4 0.75 

Playfulness 

(PL) 

PL1 0.86 

0.93 0.94 0.69 

PL2 0.83 

PL3 0.75 

PL4 0.81 

PL5 0.86 

http://www.isurvey.com.tw/3_product/1_eicp.aspx
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PL6 0.84 

PL7 0.88 

Time distortion 

(TD) 

TD1 0.80 

0.81 0.89 0.73 TD2 0.87 

TD3 0.88 

Sense of ownership control 

(SOC) 

SOC1 0.73 

0.80 0.87 0.63 
SOC2 0.76 

SOC3 0.86 

SOC4 0.82 

Autotelic need for touch 

(AET) 

AET1 0.85 

0.92 0.94 0.71 

AET2 0.85 

AET3 0.84 

AET4 0.80 

AET5 0.90 

AET6 0.83 

Vivid 

memories 

(VM) 

Vividness 

(VN) 

VN1 0.89 

0.89 0.93 0.82 VN2 0.94 

VN3 0.88 

Coherence 

(CN) 

CN1 0.88 

0.89 0.92 0.75 
CN2 0.87 

CN3 0.87 

CN4 0.83 

Sensory detail 

(SD) 

SD1 0.83 

0.85 0.90 0.69 
SD2 0.83 

SD3 0.83 

SD4 0.83 

Emotional 

intensity 

(EI) 

EI1 0.69 

0.88 0.90 0.61 

EI2 0.70 

EI3 0.68 

EI4 0.86 

EI5 0.88 

EI6 0.86 

Visual 

perspective 

(VP) 

VP1 0.86 

0.87 0.92 0.79 VP2 0.91 

VP3 0.90 

Note: n = 336. aAll of the item loadings were significant at p < 0.01. 

 

Subsequently, discriminant validity was examined using a correlation matrix. As listed in Table 3, all the values 

of the square root of AVE for the measures on the diagonal exceeded the correlations among the measures off the 

diagonal [Fornell & Larcker 1981]. Thus, the discriminant validity was favorable.  
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Table 3: Means, standard deviations, correlations, and the square root of the AVE 

Construct Mean SD AET CON TD EB SOC PL VM 

AET 3.97 .68 0.84       

CON 3.74 .68 0.21 0.89      

TD 3.53 .74 0.27 0.57 0.85     

EB 4.07 .61 0.36 0.54 0.51 0.83    

SOC 3.79 .62 0.22 0.50 0.32 0.41 0.79   

PL 3.88 .65 0.33 0.74 0.56 0.72 0.52 0.83  

VM 3.46 .58 0.14 0.46 0.26 0.43 0.35 0.51 0.66 

Note: n = 336. Values in the shaded diagonal are the square roots of the AVE. AET = autotelic need for touch; 

CON = concentration; TD = time distortion; EB = exploratory behavior; SOC = sense of ownership control; 

PL = playfulness; VM = vivid memories. 

 

4.3 Assessing the Hierarchical Construct in a Structural Model 

4.3.1 Direct Effects of Vivid Memory 

Figure 4 shows the structural model results omitting the influence of the interacting moderator variables. All of 

the beta path coefficients were positive (i.e., in the expected direction) and significant (p < 0.01). Vivid memories 

positively influenced concentration (β = 0.47, p < 0.01), exploratory behavior (β = 0.43, p < 0.01), playfulness 

(β = 0.52, p < 0.01), and time distortion (β = 0.27, p < 0.01). 

 
 

4.3.2 Comparing the Online ARIT and Non-ARIT Try-On Environment (Control Group) Models 

To determine whether the direct effects of vivid memories and exploratory experience (including concentration, 

exploratory behavior, playfulness, and time distortion) in an ARIT try-on environment are stronger than those in a 

non-ARIT try-on environment (control group), the explanatory power of the two competing theoretical models (the 

Notes: ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01; 
dashed lines: not significant; solid lines: significant 

Exploratory experience 
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R
2
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R
2
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R
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R
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Figure 4: Results for PLS Analysis of the Direct-effect Model without Moderators 
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ARIT structural model versus the non-ARIT structural model) were compared using PLS and the R2 and Chow (F) 

tests, as suggested by Premkumar and Bhattacherjee [2008]. 

One hundred and sixty-one valid questionnaires were collected from participants who experienced the non-ARIT 

try-on environment. The result indicated that the R2 improvement in concentration (0.22), exploratory behavior (0.19), 

playfulness (0.27), and time distortion (0.07) in the online ARIT try-on environment model was significantly higher 

at p < 0.01 than that of the online non-ARIT try-on environment model (concentration = 0.04, F = 32.41, exploratory 

behavior = 0.005, F = 32.18, playfulness = 0.013, F = 45.56, time distortion = 0.01, F = 10.95). These results indicated 

that both the explanatory and predictive power of the online ARIT try-on environment were greater than those of the 

online non-ARIT try-on environment. 

In addition, the results of the invariance of the hypothesized model among the groups revealed statistically significant 

differences in the path parameter estimates between the online ARIT and non-ARIT try-on environments (Table 4). 

These results indicated that the PLS analysis of the ARIT structural model was superior to that of the non-ARIT model 

in the paths between vivid memories and concentration, vivid memories and exploratory behavior, vivid memories 

and playfulness, and vivid memories and time distortion. 

 

Table 4: The comparsions of various try-on environments 

Path parameter estimates ARIT Non-ARIT Difference of T-value 

vivid memories  concentration γ = .47*** γ = -.19 6.71*** 

vivid memories  exploratory behavior γ = .43*** γ = .07 5.21*** 

vivid memories  playfulness γ = .52*** γ = .12 5.45*** 

vivid memories  time distortion γ = .27*** γ = .10 1.85* 

Note1: ARIT: online augmented reality try-on (n = 336); Non-ARIT: online non-augmented reality try-on (n = 

161); *: p < .1; **: p < .05; ***: p < .01 

Note2: One hundred sixty one valid questionnaires were collected from the non-ARIT try-on environment. Forty 

three percent of the respondents were male and 57% were female. In addition, the frequency with 

which respondents browsed online apparel products differed: respondents browsed multiple times 

per day (8.6%), once per day (3.4%), once every 3 days (12.1%), once per week (12.1%), once 

every 2 weeks (12.9%), once per month (9.5%), once every 2 months (14.7%). Furthermore, 85%, 

and 15% of the respondents spent 2 hours or less and 2-5 hours respectively. 

 

4.3.3 Moderating Effects of Sense of Ownership Control  

To model the moderating effects, we conformed to the methods of Chin et al. [1996, 2003]. Moderating terms 

were formulated by multiplying the corresponding indicators of the predictor and moderator constructs. Furthermore, 

the hierarchical process recommended by Chin et al. [1996, 2003] was followed for constructing and comparing 

models with and without the respective moderating constructs. Figure 5 shows the results of the structural model with 

the moderating effects of sense of ownership control. For the moderator, statistically significant beta path coefficients 

were indicated. Sense of ownership control was observed to have four moderating effects: a strongly positive 

moderating effect with vivid memories on concentration (β = 0.23, p < 0.01), exploratory behavior (β = 0.13, p < 

0.05), playfulness (β = 0.17, p < 0.05), and time distortion (β = 0.24, p < 0.01). 

The strength and direction (i.e., positive) of the main path coefficients cannot be adequately interpreted without 

considering the influences of the interacting variables. However, by comparison, the direct-effect model explained 

22% of the variance in concentration, 19% of the variance in exploratory behavior, 27% of the variance in playfulness, 

and 7% of the variance in time distortion. By contrast, by including the moderating effects of sense of ownership 

control, a larger proportion of the variances in concentration (R2 = 0.37), exploratory behavior (R2 = 0.27), playfulness 

(R2 = 0.41), and time distortion (R2 = 0.17) were considered.  

In this study, the Chow test (F test) was conducted for comparing the R2 values of the direct-effect model with 

those of the model that included the moderating effects of sense of ownership control. The result indicated that the R2 

improvement in the increasing level of concentration (R2 = 0.37), exploratory behavior (R2 = 0.27), playfulness (R2 = 

0.41), and time distortion (R2 = 0.17) in the structural model with the moderating effects of sense of ownership control 

was significantly higher at p < 0.01 than that of the direct-effect model (concentration = 0.22, F = 22.4; exploratory 

behavior = 0.19, F = 11.43; playfulness = 0.27, F = 22.22; and time distortion= 0.07, F = 12.5). These results indicated 

that both the explanatory and predictive power of the model that included the moderating effects of sense of ownership 

control were greater than those of the direct-effect model. 
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4.3.4 Moderating Effects of Autotelic Need for Touch  

Figure 6 shows the results of the structural model with the moderating effects of autotelic need for touch. Autotelic 

need for touch exhibited four moderating effects: a strongly positive moderating effect with vivid memories on 

concentration (β = 0.16, p < 0.05), exploratory behavior (β = 0.20, p < 0.01), playfulness (β = 0.17, p < 0.05), 

and time distortion (β = 0.11, p < 0.05). By comparison, the direct-effect model explained 22% of the variance in 

concentration, 19% of the variance in exploratory behavior, 27% of the variance in playfulness, and 7% of the variance 

in time distortion. By including the moderating effects of autotelic need for touch, a larger proportion of the respective 

variance in concentration (R2 = 0.26), exploratory behavior (R2 = 0.32), playfulness (R2 = 0.36), and time distortion 

(R2 = 0.14) was considered.  

In addition, the results of the Chow test (F test) indicated that the R2 improvement in the increasing level of 

concentration (R2 = 0.26), exploratory behavior (R2 = 0.32), playfulness (R2 = 0.36), and time distortion (R2 = 0.14) in 

the structural model with moderating effects of autotelic need for touch was significantly higher at p < 0.01 than that 

of the direct-effect model (concentration = 0.22, F = 5.97; exploratory behavior = 0.19, F = 18.57; playfulness = 0.27, 

F = 14.28; time distortion = 0.07, F = 8.75). These results indicated that both the explanatory and predictive power of 

the model that included the moderating effects of autotelic need for touch were greater than those of the direct only 

model. 

A t test revealed that sense of ownership control significantly affected the degree to which participants 

experienced self-referencing (t = 4.19, p < 0.01). The participants who had a high sense of ownership control (M = 

3.66, SD = 0.74) rated themselves higher in self-referencing than did those who had a low sense of ownership control 

(M = 3.34, SD = 0.64). In addition, autotelic need for touch significantly affected the degree to which the participants 

experienced self-referencing (t = 4.46, p < 0.01). The participants who had a high autotelic need for touch (M = 3.64, 

SD = 0.72) rated themselves higher in self-referencing than did those who had a low autotelic need for touch (M = 

3.29, SD = 0.64). Sense of ownership control and autotelic need for touch, by influencing the self-referencing of the 

participants, moderated the relationship between vividness memories and exploratory experience.  

 

Notes: ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01; 
dashed lines: not significant; solid lines: significant 
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Figure 5: Results for the Structural Model with Moderating Effects of Sense of Ownership Control 
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5. Conclusion 

5.1 Theoretical Implications 

Based on script theory and self-referencing theory, this study proposed and verified a research model. The results 

of this study have several theoretical implications. First, this study adopted script theory and determined that vivid 

memories positively influence exploratory consumption experience (i.e., concentration, exploratory behavior, 

playfulness, and time distortion). The participants exhibited playful and exploratory consumption behavior 

immediately after ARIT was used to activate their vivid memories. In addition, the participants who possessed highly 

vivid memories exhibited more apparent playful and exploratory consumption behavior than did the other participants. 

Therefore, in this study, vivid memories induced subsequent consumption behavior and aided the participants in 

rapidly immersing themselves in interactive technology consumption activities. The results indicate that during 

interactive technology consumption activities, vivid memories induce four types of exploratory consumption 

experience. The results are consistent with the proposal by Erasmus et al. [2002], who suggested applying script theory 

to investigate consumption behavior. The present study applied the concept of vivid memories to investigate online 

interactive technology experience according to script theory, thus demonstrating that use of script theory should not 

be limited to research on physical marketing [e.g., Manthiou et al. 2014].  

This study indicates that self-referencing positively influences the activation of consumers’ vivid memories and 

that a strong sense of ownership (e.g., a sense of ownership control during augmented-reality interactive activities) is 

crucial for producing a strong self-referencing effect. Therefore, a strong sense of ownership helps activate the vivid 

memories of online consumers and strengthens the relationship between vivid memories and exploratory consumption 

behavior. The current results provide insight into related studies that have used advertising as a self-referencing context 

[Kensinger et al. 2006]. In addition, this study inferred that a sense of ownership can produce a strong self-referencing 

effect in an interactive technology consumption context (e.g., ARIT). Therefore, the results of this study contribute to 

research on self-referencing. 

According to previous studies on interactive augmented reality [e.g., David et al. 2008; Haggard 2005; Kilteni et 

al. 2012; Sato 2009; Sato & Yasuda 2005; Voss et al. 2010], the expected outcomes of manipulating online artificial 

bodies must be synchronous with actual outcomes in order for sense of ownership control to be useful in producing a 

Notes: ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01; 
dashed lines: not significant; solid lines: significant 
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Figure 6: Results for the Structural Model with Moderating Effects of Autotelic Need for Touch 
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strong sense of ownership. This viewpoint is consistent with media synchronicity theory; in other words, the 

synchronous effect of interactive technology substantially influences task-implementation performance [Dennis et al. 

2008]. A sense of ownership control has a synchronous characteristic, and a sense of synchronous ownership control 

is an indispensable factor in producing a substantial self-referencing effect and activating vivid memories. In brief, 

the results of this study regarding the sense of ownership control substantially contribute to verifying and applying 

self-referencing theory and media synchronicity theory. 

Finally, our study determined that the degree of autotelic need for touch influences the formation of self-

referencing and activation of vivid memories. The results of our study supplement the insufficient existing research 

using the effect of haptic sensation on self-referencing to explore consumption behavior. Consumers with a high 

autotelic need for touch exhibit effective event schemata and memory structure for processing haptic information. 

Therefore, when exposed to visual imagery and 3D stimulation that induces a sense of ownership control in an 

augmented-reality context, such consumers can easily retrieve previous haptic information from their memories to 

produce a strong self-referencing effect and activate highly vivid memories. In addition, consumers with a high 

autotelic need for touch use a systematic information-processing method for examining the relationship between new 

haptic information and their memories and knowledge [Yazdanparast & Spears 2012], thereby enhancing their 

confidence and expressing a positive attitude toward their consumption decisions. By contrast, consumers with a low 

autotelic need for touch do not have the event schemata or memory structure necessary for processing haptic 

information and thus cannot use a high degree of self-referencing to activate vivid memories or explore and experience 

consumption activities. Such consumers cannot produce a substantial self-referencing effect. In other words, 

consumers with a higher autotelic need for touch can produce a stronger self-referencing effect and activate their vivid 

memories to a higher degree. The aforementioned results regarding the autotelic need for touch contribute to research 

on how consumers process haptic information.  

5.2 Managerial Implications 

We propose several suggestions for ARIT designers and operators. First, the results of this study can serve as 

principles for the design of online interactive technology consumption activities. Specifically, the procedures and 

operations of interactive-technology activities should be designed according to the experience and memories of online 

consumers. According to the results of this study, ARIT activities successfully evoke the vivid memories of online 

consumers, thereby aiding the consumers to immerse themselves in interactive activities and introducing them to the 

enjoyment of ARIT. Our results are consistent with those of previous studies on e-commerce and digital technology 

[e.g., Djamasbi et al. 2011; Law & Sun 2012; Shin et al. 2012) and have managerial implications. To enable consumers 

to immerse themselves in a use context, the design of interactive technology should be based on user experience. In 

addition, according to script theory, ARIT designers must understand the influence of vivid memories on user 

experience and help users construct memories characterized by time and causal sequences when designing an ARIT 

interface. 

According to our study, vivid memories evoked by augmented reality and characterized by shopping rituals serve 

as scripts for online consumers to follow and enable consumers to enjoy playful exploratory consumption activities, 

thereby producing a time-distortion effect. Our results are consistent with those of a report by Internet Retailer on 

why ARIT has a high success rate in converting first-time visitors to online shops into loyal customers. Internet 

Retailer indicated that the conversion rate for online shops that used ARIT was significantly higher than that for online 

shops that did not use ARIT (57%) [Demery 2010]. Therefore, online shops that seek to use various interactive 

technologies for attracting customers should not disregard the effect produced by using augmented reality to evoke 

the vivid memories of online consumers and form an exploratory consumption experience. 

The sense of ownership control is a crucial characteristic of ARIT and can reinforce the relationship between 

vivid memories and exploratory consumption behavior. Hand-eye coordination and synchronization is crucial for 

producing a sense of ownership control in an augmented-reality context. Therefore, inconsistency between feedback 

information obtained by manipulating artificial bodies and expected outcomes should be avoided to benefit from the 

manipulation of the artificial bodies [Voss et al. 2010]. This viewpoint is consistent with media synchronicity theory 

[Dennis et al. 2008]. In other words, designers of online interactive technology must endeavor to minimize the 

difference between visual feedback and actual movement or synchronize them to produce a strong sense of ownership 

control [Kalckert & Ehrsson 2012; Peck et al. 2013] and a substantial self-referencing effect that yields a strong sense 

of ownership. 

Consumers with a high autotelic need for touch can effectively process visual image information provided by 

augmented reality, and online vendors can use the sense of ownership control induced by 3D augmented reality to 

help consumers with a high autotelic need for touch try on clothes through ARIT. Accordingly, consumers can 

experience and explore online activities on the basis of their vivid memories and use a self-referencing mechanism 

that associates the consumers with products to produce a highly persuasive effect. In addition, because an ARIT 
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context easily attracts and satisfies consumers with a high autotelic need for touch, online vendors can target and 

establish relationship with this demographic. 

In summary, an online consumption experience in an ARIT context differs from and is superior to that in a 

traditional virtual reality context. Virtual reality environments (e.g., traditional websites) provide only objective 

product information, including text and graphics, to help online users passively understand the content of products 

[Klein 1998]. However, online consumers in ARIT environments can instantly and actively experience products from 

a first-person perspective. In addition, online consumers in virtual reality environments must use a mouse to click 

icons to view try-on results [Klein 1998]. ARIT environments create an online try-on experience according to 

multisensory interactions such as a visual or haptic experience. Consumers’ affection and memories from a first-person 

perspective can thus be stimulated more easily in ARIT contexts than they can be in virtual reality contexts. Moreover, 

ARIT environments are superior to traditional virtual reality environments in creating an experience of ownership 

control by enabling users to experience themselves from inside an avatar [Lenggenhager et al. 2009], which moves 

according to users’ intentions [Kilteni et al. 2012]. Furthermore, an online consumption experience in an ARIT 

environment that shapes a self-referencing experience from a first-person perspective can initiate positive affection 

and an enjoyable experience as flow [Escalas, 2004], weaken negative judgments of products, and encourage 

consumers to explore products or brands. In addition, online consumers in ARIT environments can perceive their own 

bodily movements (e.g., haptic and 3D visual imagery used to simulate the touching of products), which increases 

consumers’ confidence in decision making by improving ownership control [Chark & Muthukrishnan 2013; Kilteni et 

al. 2012; Song & Kim 2012]. 

The limitations of our study and suggestions for future research are as follows. This study examined the effects 

of vivid memories, sense of ownership control, and autotelic need for touch. To establish the causal relationships that 

vivid memories, sense of ownership control, and autotelic need for touch have with exploratory experience, a task-

based laboratory study was conducted. We recommend that future studies focus on actual purchases by consumers. 

Furthermore, this study examined apparel in an online shopping context because apparel is the fastest-growing product 

in e-commerce and has the highest sales revenues. Future research should focus on how ARIT influences other online 

shopping contexts and product types (e.g., computing, communication, and consumer electronic products) to verify 

and validate the integrated conceptual framework for ARIT proposed in this study. Finally, previous studies have 

indicated that the elements of vivid memories (i.e., vividness, coherence, sensory detail, emotional intensity, and visual 

perspective) are causally correlated with one another [e.g., Sutin and Robins 2010]. Therefore, future researchers 

should conduct additional empirical studies in various contexts to investigate correlations among the elements of vivid 

memories.  
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Appendix I. Measurement scales 

Construct Items 

Concentration 

(CON) 

CON1 
I was completely immersed in the experience of using the system to try on 

clothes.  

CON2 
I was completely involved in the process of using the system to try on 

clothes.   

CON3 
I highly concentrated on the experience of using the system to try on 

clothes. 

CON4 
During the entire process of using the system to try on clothes, I 

completely focused my attention on the activity.  

Exploratory behavior 

(EB) 

EB1 The clothes-fitting experience stimulated my curiosity.  

EB2 
The clothes-fitting experience made me feel as if I were exploring a new 

world.  

EB3 The clothes-fitting activity afforded me a diverse experience.  

EB4 I wish to use the system to try on various types of clothing.   

Playfulness 

(PL) 

PL1 I feel that the clothes-fitting experience was enjoyable. 

PL2 I felt excited by the clothes-fitting experience.  

PL3 I felt satisfied with the clothes-fitting experience.  

PL4 The clothes-fitting experience evoked my imagination. 

PL5 The clothes-fitting experience was entertaining.  

PL6 The clothes-fitting experience was interesting. 

PL7 I extremely enjoyed the clothes-fitting experience.  

Time distortion 

(TD) 

TD1 I felt that the time passed very quickly while I was trying on clothes.  

TD2 I did not pay attention to time while I was trying on clothes. 

TD3 I forgot about time while I was trying on clothes. 

Sense of ownership 

control 

(SOC) 

SOC1 I felt that I could control the body on the screen. 

SOC2 I could control the hands on the screen as I wished. 

SOC3 I could freely adjust the body and limbs on the screen. 

SOC4 I could easily adjust the body and limbs on the screen.  

Autotelic need for touch 

(AET) 

AET1 While I was shopping, I could not help touching various products.   

AET2 Touching various products is interesting.  

AET3 Touching various products is crucial to me when I am browsing shops. 

AET4 Even if I do not intend on purchasing a product, I still like to touch it.  

AET5 I like to touch various products when I am browsing.  

AET6 I found that I often touch various products in stores.  

Vivid 

memories 

(VM) 

Vividness 

(VN) 

VN1 I do not remember the process of using the system to try on clothes. 

VN2 My memory of the process of using the system to try on clothes is vague.  

VN3 
I do not clearly remember the details of the process of using the system to 

try on clothes.  

Coherence 

(CN) 

CN1 
My memory of the event sequence for the process of using the system to 

try on clothes is confusing.  

CN2 
My memory of the process of using the system to try on clothes is 

fragmented and is not coherent.   

CN3 
The process of using the system to try on clothes was not imprinted in my 

memory and is mingled with other events in my memory.  

CN4 
Coherently recalling the process of using the system to try on clothes is 

extremely difficult.  

Sensory 

detail 
SD1 

When recalling the process of using the system to try on clothes, I cannot 

experience my feeling at that time.  
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(SD) 
SD2 

When recalling the process of using the system to try on clothes, I cannot 

re-experience my feeling of the operation process.   

SD3 
My memory of the operation process does not contain much sensory 

information, such as visual and tactile information.  

SD4 
I cannot recall my sensory experience of the process of using the system to 

try on clothes, such as my feeling of trying on clothes or touching clothes.  

Emotional 

intensity 

(EI) 

EI1 My feeling is strong when recalling the clothes-fitting process. 

EI2 My emotion is intense when recalling the entire operation process.  

EI3 My memory of the clothes-fitting process can provoke strong feelings.  

EI4 
I do not remember any strong feelings induced during the entire clothes-

fitting process.  

EI5 I do not have a strong feeling of the entire clothes-fitting process.  

EI6 
My memory of the clothes-fitting process cannot provoke strong emotions 

or feelings.  

Visual 

perspective 

(VP) 

VP1 
When recalling the clothes-fitting process, I appear to be an observer 

instead of a leading character.  

VP2 
When recalling the clothes-fitting experience, I felt as if I were someone 

else and the feeling was not real. 

VP3 
When recalling the clothes-fitting process, I felt that I retrospected the 

process from a third-person perspective.   

 


